
How to read/write a paper

Critical Reading

Scientific Method





What is a Scientific Paper?

Scientific Papers go straight to the source

Try to distinguish first-hand from second-hand information. To get the real 

story, whether a film review or the results of a new research study, go to the 

source

Scientific papers present data and interpretations

One of the objectives of a scientific paper is to make available the data from a set 

of studies so that others can learn from them and build on them to address new 

questions. 

Research Papers: articles include results from a few targeted studies 

Large-Scale Articles: present large datasets that other scientists can use in 

new ways to address different questions

Reviews: a paper that summarizes recent literature on or developments in a 

particular subject. The main and fundamental purpose of writing a review is to 

create a readable synthesis of the best resources available in the literature for an 

important research question or a current area of research.



The authors of scientific papers also provide an interpretation of what they 

think their new information means and how it contributes to our 

understanding of how the natural world works. By presenting the data itself as 

well as the analysis, other authors can evaluate these interpretations for 

themselves.

Because our understanding is always changing, sometimes the interpretations of 

the data can be reevaluated in light of new ideas and new data.



Peer Review is a tradition in scientific publications. Prior to publication, an article 

is evaluated by other experts in the field, usually anonymously, and these 

evaluations are used to improve the paper.

The Reviewers may recommend that additional data be collected and 

analysed or that claims not well supported by the data be removed.

Peer Review Process

The role of the Reviewer is to evaluate the experimental design and the 

data presented, as well as the interpretation of the results.

Sometimes, the Reviewer will find that the experimental design was not rigorous 

enough to support the interpretations made by the Authors, in which case the 

Reviewer might recommend that additional experiments be performed or that the 

analysis of the results be revised.



Types of peer review

Single blind review

The names of the reviewers are hidden from the author. This is the most common type

Reviewers should not be influenced by the authors

Reviewers could delay publication, to have a chance to publish first

Reviewers may use their anonymity as justification for being unnecessarily critical

Double-blind review

Both the reviewers and the authors are anonymous

Author anonymity limits reviewer bias, although reviewers can often identify the author through 

their writing style, subject matter or self-citation 

Triple-blind review

Reviewers are anonymous and the author's identity is unknown to both the reviewers and the 

editor. Articles are anonymized at the submission stage and are handled in such a way to minimize 

any potential bias towards the author(s), but there is still a possibility for the editor and/or 

reviewers to correctly divine the author’s identity

Open review

Both the reviewer and author are known to each other during the peer review process, or 

publication of reviewers’ names on the article page, publication of peer review reports alongside the 

article, whether signed or anonymous, etc



Publication Process



Articles in newspapers, generalist or specialised, are usually 

not subjiect to peer review. Although they can be effective at 

introducing scientific topics to a broader audience, they are not always 

sufficiently cautious in their analysis of the results of the study and 

sometimes overstate the conclusions.

If you want to know more about a news on a scientific report on a 

scientific breakthrough, find the original peer-reviewed article and 

read what the researchers actually discovered.



How to read a scientific journal paper













Cambridge: Research Misconduct 

Definition

Fabrication, falsification, plagiarism or 

deception in proposing, carrying out or 

reporting results of research and 

deliberate, dangerous or negligent 

deviations from accepted practice in 

carrying out research.



Making up data or results 

and recording or reporting them

Fabrication

Bugia



Manipulating research materials,

equipment, or processes, or changing or

omitting data or results such that the

research is not accurately represented in

the research record

Falsification



Appropriation of another person’s ideas,

processes, results, or words without giving

appropriate credit.

Plagiarism



Propagating beliefs that are not true, or

not the whole truth

Deception

Inganno



Fabrication, falsification, plagiarism or

deception in proposing, carrying out or

reporting results of research

More…..

and deliberate, dangerous or negligent

deviations from accepted practice in

carrying out research



Misconduct in this context does not

include honest error or honest differences

in interpretation or judgement in

evaluating research methods or results, or

misconduct (including gross misconduct)

unrelated to the research process

However…..





Statistical Analysis



What does Statistical Significance mean???

When comparing samples, the differences in measured values can be small

but nevertheless meaningful. If a measured difference is supported by

statistical test, it can be said that the difference between samples is

statistically significant.

This means that there is a strong probability that the samples are

different, not that the difference is real.

Be careful to:

Use the appropriate controls

Perform measurements of a large number of samples

Repeat the experiments with more biological repeats





https://www.nature.com/nature/articles?type=news-feature



2020: Dias, ricercatore presso l'Università di Rochester-NY, stella emergente del mondo 

della fisica, per la sua affermazione di aver scoperto il primo superconduttore a 

Tambiente. Questa scoperta è pubblicata su Nature. La maggioranza dei 

superconduttori funziona a T < −196 °C. Quindi raggiungere la superconduttività a T 

ambiente risulta un “fenomeno notevole”.

2022: il paper è retracted. Poi, Dias pubblica un risultato più grande su Nature: un altro 

superconduttore a Tambiente, funzionante a pressioni relativamente modeste, con la 

possibilità di applicazioni as magneti superconduttori per l’imaging medico e potenti chip 

per computer. Ma Dias è famoso per lo scandalo precedente e molti altri gruppi di 

ricerca non sono riusciti a replicare i risultati sulla superconduttività 

2° paper retracted. 

2023: Dias è privato dei suoi studenti e dei suoi laboratori. La quarta indagine è ormai 

completata e gli esperti esterni hanno confermato che c’erano “problemi sull’affidabilità 

dei dati” nei documenti di Dias.

Precedenti articoli del Wall Street Journal, Science e Nature hanno documentato le 

accuse secondo cui Dias avrebbe manipolato i dati, plagiato parti sostanziali della 

sua tesi e tentato di ostacolare le indagini su un altro articolo falsificando dati.









1 – Il virus del Covid-19 è stato sottratto da un laboratorio canadese da spie cinesi

2 – Il virus del Covid-19 contiene ‘sequenze simili all’Hiv’, lasciando intendere che si tratti di 

un virus costruito artificialmente

3 – La pandemia di Covid-19 era stata prevista in una simulazione

4 – Un gruppo finanziato da Bill Gates ha brevettato il virus del Covid-19

5 – Il virus del Covid-19 è un’arma biologica creata dall’uomo

6 – La tecnologia dei telefoni cellulari 5G è collegata alla pandemia di coronavirus

7 – L’argento colloidale può curare il Covid-19

8 – La Miracle Mineral Solution può curare il Covid-19

9 – L’aglio può curare il Covid-19

10 – È stato dimostrato che dosi massicce di vitamina C siano un trattamento efficace per il 

Covid-19

Bufale Covid
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